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T I  E SAFETY IMPLICA'I'IONS 01' EM13RGING SOFIWAIZE PARADIGMS* 
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Abstract: This paper addresses some of the emerging software paradigms that may be used in de- 
veloping safety-critical software applications. Paradigms considered in this paper include knowl- 
edge-based systems, neural networks, genetic algorithms, and fuzzy systems. It presents one view 
of the software verification and validation activities that should be associated with each paradigm. 
The paper begins with a discussion of the historical evolution of software verification and valida- 
tion. Next, a comparison is made between the verification and validation processes used for 
conventional and emerging software systems. Several verification and validation issues for the 
emerging paradigms are discussed and some specific research topics are identified. 
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1 .O INTRODUCTION 

The increasing use of new software paradigms (e.g., 
knowledge-based systems, fuzzy logic controllers, 
and neural networks) in non-safety-related systems 
is now leading to the use-and proposed further 
u se -o f  these new software paradigms in the 
development of safety-critical systems. This trend 
concerns software safety and reliability experts 
since methods for assuring software safety, even for 
well understood conventional programming ap - 
proaches, are still considered developmental and 
problematic. 

1.1 What is the Problem? 

sary risk, delay, and expense to both the developers 
and the users of the software. 

A major concern regarding these emerging 
paradigms is that software development practices 
are immature, continue to evolve and change, and 
often do not support effective software verification 
and Validation (V&V) activities. This situation cre- 
ates fear in developers, users, and the general public. 
Where does this fear come from? How do we assess 
these new paradigm-based applications? How do we 
mitigate potential problems? Many of these con- 
cerns are rooted in the historical experiential ap- 
proaches used and the results associated with these 
paradigms, as well as their interrelationships with 
research in the discipline of artificial intelligence 
(AI). An historical perspective is presented below. 

Many risks are involved in the development of 
safety-critical software applications. Developers 
must build safe and reliable software products that 
satisfy the requirements allocated to the software 
portion of the system, while others must provide as - 
surarice that this software is safe and reliable. Unless 
carefully managed, the complcxities a i d  uncertniti - 
ties inherent in these procedures can cause uiineces - 

1.2 Historied Perspective 

The Evolution of the Software Development Process. 
Hislorically, software has been produced without a 
clear written document describing what the Software 
is IO do. A lack oC discipline in the software devel- 

* Tliis work was suppor~ed by the Uriitecl States Nuclear Regulatory (.'oiimiissiori under a Mernoraridurii of Understanding with the United States 
Depmrirerit of Energy, and perforrued under tlic auspices o f  tlic US. I>qxir[iiicrir of l k r g y  by 1;lwreiice Liverrime Natiorial Laboratory under 
Contrad W-740.5-i3ig-48. 
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oprncni process consumed resources arid caused 
considerable customer dissatisfactiotr. Some organi- 
zations discovered that having ;t rcquircincnts 
spccilication prior to writing code led io ;I bcttcr 
product and reduced costs. I lowever, surprises still 
occurred, so sofrw,wc testing was madc inore forinnl 
and more incaningful since testing was pcrfornicd 
against software requirements specifications. ‘l’hc 
software requircmcnts specification (SKS) also im - 
provcd as ambiguous and untcstable elements were 
removed. Still, the results tended to contain undesir- 
able “features” and defects that were discovered 
only during use. 

Discipline in software development increased and 
the notion of “design and test” was introduced into 
the software development life cycle. Eventually, 
software development was recognized as an 
“engineering” discipline and the term “software en - 
gineering” was introduced. Quality assurance issues 
were addressed as reviews and inspections slowly 
made their way into the software development pro- 
cess. Configuration management was added as soft- 
ware engineering matured and the notion of a soft- 
ware life cycle became commonplace, with activi- 
ties such as planning, requirements, design, imple - 
mentation, test, installation, operation and mainte- 
nance, and retirement. 

Research in Artijicial Intelligence. Research into the 
topic of making computers more like humans began 
in the 1950s and evolved into a formal discipline 
known as artificial intelligence (AI). Several detini - 
tions of AI appear in the literature, but one that typi- 
fies the discipline is found in (Barr, 1981): 
“Artificial intelligence (AI) has been defined as that 
part of computer science concerned with designing 
intelligent computer systems, that is, systems that 
exhibit the characteristics we associate with intelli- 
gence in human behavior-understanding language, 
learning, reasoning, solving problems, and so on.” 

The field of AI is enormous, but the major topics of 
interest are captured in the following taxonomy: 
search techniques, natural language processing, 
problem solving, machine le‘arning, machine vision, 
pattern matching and recognition, decision support 
and reasoning, logic (inferencing), reasoning under 
uncertainty, and knowledge-based systems. 

Until recently, many people believed that AI re- 
searchers were from the “dark side” of computer 
science and the application of AI was for the non- 
mainstream computer scientist. This group believed 
most of Lhe resources allocated to AI research were 
wasted since there were no praclical uses lor this 
unfamiliar technology. 

IIowevcr, during the 198Os, AI bccarne one of Uie 
hottest areas of‘ computing research since the ink- 

g i a ~ d  circui(. Many people crcdic rhis cha~lgc to the 
increasing succcss of knowledge-based (cxpcrt) sys - 
tcins uscd in various applications (ranging from f i  - 
nanciatl analysis arid forecasting to rncdical consult - 
ing and diagnostic applications), Lhe .J:I~:IIKX corn - 
rnihnciit to use AI technology, and the very slowly 
increasing use o f  AI techniques in  convciitional 
programs such as word processors, device con- 
uollcrs, spreadsheets, and oplical character readers. 

Several emerging software paradigms are gaining 
popularity in many application domains, including 
those that are safety-critical. These include the use 
o f  knowledge-based systems (KBSs), neural net- 
works (NNs), genetic algorithms (GAS), and fuzzy 
systems. Each paradigm is introduced below. 

A ~no~vlerls,cI- l~~f.Fe~ .ry.~te?n (KBS) is a class of arii - 
licial intelligence programs that replicates human 
expertise in a narrowly defined problem domain. 
They are important and valuable in that they can 
capture “rules of thumb” or heuristics that a human 
expert uses to solve problems. These heuristics are 
the result of much experience on the part of the hu- 
man expert and are often difficult to capture and 
represent. KBSs have the additional capability to 
reamn, infer, and make decisions from incomplete 
infoimation. 

Artificial neicral networks, more commonly called 
neural networks (NNS), are interconnected, parallel 
information processing units based on a mathemati- 
cal model of the human brain-how it functions and 
how it is organized. NNs ‘‘solve’’ or classify a new 
problem by essentially matching the new problem’s 
characteristics with knowledge of existing problems. 
However, NNs differ from KBSs in two important 
ways: (1) KBSs use rules to generate output while 
N N s  use information gained from previous ex- 
amples (patterns) to generate outputs, and (2) KBSs 
require complete information, while NNs can 
produce results from noisy, incomplete information. 

Generic nlyorithms (GAS) blend both AI search 
techniques and classical probabilistic approaches 
and are gaining attention in the field of optimization. 
GAS use operations found in the biological disci- 
pline of natural genetics to guide them on their 
search through the problem’s solution space. 

F i i z y  xysretm are very similar to knowledge-based 
systems, hut almost always incorporate an important 
capability (o deal with uncertainty. Human reason- 
iiig processes involve fuzzy terms aid uncertainty at 
~irncs. Wliciicvcr :I value judgment is made witliout 
;I coinplck sct o f  inlorination, “fuzziness” h x q  been 
uscd to liclp rnake the decision or reach 21 conclu- 
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sion. 'I'hc malhcrnatical basis for fuzzy systcins is 
f'uzzy set theory, wliicti was developcd to address 
situations where membership i n  a sct is not binary. 
I n  classical set tlicory, an element in Uic universe of  
discourse is cillicr a member of, or  not a mcmbcr of, 
any given subset. In fuzzy set thcory, the inciiibcr- 
ship coriccpt pcrmiis an clemcut to have a partial. 
variable degree of mcmbcrship in any given subset. 

In the field of AI, several activities occur in Uic de- 
velopment of each of these systcms, including 
knowledge acquisition (KA), knowledge reprcsenta - 
tion (KR), creating and manipulating knowlcdge in 
a knowledge base (KB), using knowledge and logic 
to perform decision making or inferencing activities, 
learning and adding to the knowledge base, and ex- 
plaining how decisions or results were obtained. 

Knowledge acquisition is, in essence, a learning 
problem for the system. KA involves creating an 
initial set of knowledge and augmenting the 
knowledge possessed by a software system as it 
performs its functions. This occurs when the system 
receives additional information from the human 
expert or user, or when the system creates additional 
knowledge through its inferencing methods. 

Knowledge representation is the process of encod - 
ing real-world knowledge in an efficient format so it 
can be used by software systems. KR can be thought 
of as the analysis of the information that a human 
expert uses to solve problems and the structuring of 
this information so that it can be codified in rela- 
tionships stored within the KB of a KBS. This 
knowledge (information) is represented symboli - 
cally in various forms and is used in the reasoning 
process. Some of the more common ways to repre- 
sent knowledge include rule-based production sys - 
tems, frame-based representations, semantic net - 
works, and classes. 

?he decision making and inferencing activity con - 
sists of making deductions using an inferencing 
strategy and a control strategy that can be applied to 
traditional (monotonic) logic, non-monotonic logical 
systems, or fuzzy logic systems. Fuzzy information 
is essentially unreliable data (inexact data) from 
which assumptions and inferences are drawn. 

An explanation ficility is the capability of a sofi- 
ware system to explain to its users a id  developers 
how it reached its conclusions by describing which 
knowledge was used and how it was used in the rea- 
soning process. 

Keliability and safety are related, but not identical, 
conccpts. Reliability can hc thought o l  as tlic proba- 

bility Uiat ;I syslcm fails in any way, while safety is 
conccrncd with the consequences of the failure. 
Both arc iniportmt i n  safety-critical applications. 
When airy systcrn is controlled by a computer, the 
i~npact of the compuler system on reliability and 
sal'cty must  bc considcred as part of the system de- 
sign. One component of a computer system is the 
software, so software reliability and safety are mat- 
ters of comcrn both lo organizations developing 
software for safety-critical applications and to those 
evaluating it. However, software is only one com- 
putcr system component. The other portions of the 
system are the users, the computer hardware, and 
llie instrumentation (sensors and actuators) to which 
the computer is connected. 

In this paper, the term safety-critical software is 
used as defined in the IEEE Standard for Software 
Scfety (1004) which states "Safety-critical software 
is software whose inadvertent response to stimuli, 
failure to respond when required, response out-of- 
sequence, or response in unplanned combination 
with others can result in an accident. This includes 
software whose operation or failure to operate can 
lead to a hazardous state, software intended to re- 
cover from hazardous states, and software intended 
to mitigate the severity of, or recover from, an acci- 
dent." 

2.2 What System Functions are Appropriate for  
Emerging Purudigai Components? 

A key element in the design of safety-critical sys- 
tems is the proper allocation of functions between 
humans and machines. Rasmussen (1981) defines 
three types of human behaviors: skill based, rule 
based, and knowledge based. This classification 
provides a basis for considering human-machine 
functional allocation. Machines operate more con- 
sistently than humans. Therefore, if consistency is 
important, as it is in safety-critical systems, func- 
tions should be assigned to machines whenever they 
behave at least as well as humans. Conventional 
machines consistently perform rule-based behaviors 
because they are imperative in nature, ;.e., they de- 
scribe a sequence of steps necessary to solve a spe- 
cific problem. Furthermore, conventional machines 
are deterministic in that the same set of inputs al- 
ways produces the same outputs. These virtues, 
however, make conventional systems completely in- 
capable of knowledge-based actions. Additionally, 
while skill-based behavior might be broken down 
into procedural steps, many skill-based behaviors, 
such a s  riding a bicycle, are too poorly understood 
or  too complicated to be translated into procedural 
rulcs. 

Systems Uiai incorporate emerging paradigms offer 
the possibility for machines io exhibit skill- and 
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knowledge-based behavior. Such systems promise 
considerable advantages. ‘l’hcy can be more reliable 
than humans, less expensive than humans, and im - 
plcmcnt functions Inore simply and less cxpcnsivcly 
than procedural machines. 

On the other hand, emerging paradigm systems have 
properties that disturb safety engineers. Such 
systems may be neither deterministic nor locally 
stationary, i.e., the transformation they perform on 
inputs may not completely depend on a limited set 
of previous inputs and system states. It may also be 
more difficult to ensure that emerging paradigm 
systems have completely covered the possible 
system input spaces. Neural networks and geometric 
algorithms, for example, are heuristic systems that 
are “trained” by observing a finite set of input 
conditions, but the rules for selecting an adequate 
set of training inputs are not yet clear. Acceptance 
of conventional software systems in highly critical 
systems (nuclear power plant protection, for 
example) is based on much more than software 
testing with a finite number of test cases. It is 
difficult to envision the safety community accepting 
heuristic or knowledge-based systems for highly 
critical applications at the present time. 

- 

. 

. 

2.3 What is Verification and Validation? 

There is some consensus among software en&’ wieers 
that the activities of verification and validation 
(V&V) are focused on determining whether the 
software performs its intended function and has the 
required quality attributes. A large body of opinion 
agrees that V&V is one of the techniques used to 
help identify, assess, and manage risks in software 
development projects and can be carried out at 
varying levels of rigor, depending on the nature of 
the application and the risks involved in the devel- 
opment activity. The utmost rigor is required when 
one of the risks is safety. 

. 

In essence, verification asks the question, “Are we 
building the system right?’ and validation asks the 
question, “Did we build the correct system‘?’’ In 
general, the V&V process comprises two distinct 
types of activities: (1) software analysis (reviews, 
inspections, and walkthroughs), and (2) softw‘are 
testing. Together they form a process that encapsu- 
lates the management and technical activities to ana- 
lyze and evaluate all aspects of the software devel- 
opment process. As used herein, rinrrlysis is defined 
as an examination for the purpose of understanding 
and evaluation is Uie determination of fitness for use 
(IEEE 1074). For more detailed information on 
safety, reliability, testing, and V&V see (Lawrence, 
1002; Persons, 1094a; Scott and Lawrence, 1094; 
and IEEE 1012, 1086). 

’l3icre zu’c many siniilariLics among thc emerging 
paradigms and conventional software systems, but 
tlicrc arc also many startling dil‘lcrcnccs. As these 
p:iradigins begin to move into the domain of safety- 
critical software, the issues of  soltware testing, 
V&V,  and software quality assurance take on much 
greater importance. To use these emerging 
paradigms in safety-critical software applications, 
significant evidence must be unenrthed to support 
the claim that they will not contribute to a catas- 
trophic lailurc. The state of the practice for the de- 
vclopmerit o f  systems using these emerging 
p‘aradigms does not typically include the use of dis- 
ciplined V&V activities. Many components of soft- 
wave V&V activities exist, but because of the in- 
lancy and fragmentation of these paradigms, the 
V&V activities have not been assembled into an in- 
tegral process. 

Several issues to be addressed include, but are not 
limited to, the following: (1) What is the correct de- 
velopment process? (2) How are users’ needs de- 
termined‘? (3) What components of these systems 
need to undergo V&V? and (4) Was the develop- 
ment supported by sound V&V activities? 

John Rusliby makes the following points in the SRI 
International Report entitled, Quality Meusures and 
Assurrince for AI Sofrwure, “The best way to de- 
velop credible and effective quality assurance and 
evaluation techniques for AI software will be to 
identify the facets of such software that are inher- 
ently, or essentially, different from conventional 
software, and to distinguish them from those facets 
that are only accidentally or inessentially different. 
Inherent differences demand the development of 
new techniques; accidental differences-those due 
simply to culture, history and bias-require only the 
adaptation of established techniques (and possibly 
the elimination or reduction of those differences).” 

The application of testing and evaluation techniques 
is a function of “how expert” the systems are. 
Rushby identifies two qualities for evaluating AI 
s o f t w ~ ~ e ~ o m p c t e n c y  and service. Competency re- 
quirements involve the “Dimensions of the overall 
requirements that concern ‘knowledge’ or appeal to 
comparison with human skills.” Service require- 
ments can be specilled in a similar fashion to most 
types of conventional software. This consists of the 
foIlowing types of characteristics: input and output 
req uircments, help (explanation facilities), interfaces 
t o  other systems, required performance, and 
throughput. llcpcnding on where iui application falls 
on the spectrum of “how expert” it is, the emphasis 
shifts lrorn competency to scrvices as the dominant 
force. I t  siiould be noted that ;is this balancc is 
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achieved, any application~specially safety-critical 
software-must tx both competent and scrviccable. 
‘I’hc only rcal difference is the relative focus of the 
V&V effort as a function of the expeitise cmbcddcd 
in the application and the safety and rcliabilify ex - 
pectcd from the application. 

The so1tw:uc development paradigm used to de - 
velop conventional software systems is diffcrcnt 
from tlic paradigm typically used for developnieiit in 
emerging paradigm software systems. This differ- 
ence is summarized by the fact that cmerging 
paradigms tend to use an iterative and/or rccursive 
development process, while conventional systems 
tend to use a more linear development process. This 
fact has a substantial impact on the V&V activities 
associated with each software development process. 
Emerging paradigms have some similarity to con - 
ventional software used in safety-critical systems, 
but simultaneously have significant differences from 
conventional software systems. Some major charac - 
teristics of each type of softw‘are system are swnma- 
rized below. 

3.1 Churucteristics of Conventional Systeriu 

Conventional software systems are typically deter - 
ministic in nature, i.e., given the same set of inputs 
during a cycle, they produce the same set of outputs 
using a well-defined sequence of steps. 
Conventional software systems are also inherently 
imperative (procedural) in nature, Le., conventional 
programs describe a sequence of steps used to ob- 
tain the solution to a specific problem. In particular, 
conventional software represents mostly “how to” 
knowledge. The software systems are generally cre - 
ated using a traditional life cycle model and <are 
typically documented with a software requirements 
specification, a software design description, and are 
implemented using a third- or fourth-generation lan - 
guage or through evolving CASE tool environments, 
visually based or otherwise. 

3.2 Charcicteristics of Emerging System 

In the most general terms, the emerging paradigms 
are AI-based systems that attempt to simulate as 
closely as possible the behavior of a highly experi - 
enced and very knowledgeable human problem 
solver. Emerging software paradigms typically per - 
form in hum,an-like fashion, i.e., Uiey are not prcxe - 
dum1 (imperative) in nature, and they are dec1,mtive 
and non-deterministic in that the order of the inputs 
is sometimes important and can result in different 
recom me ndat ions and dccis ions being reach ed . 
Emerging software paradigms typically use dcclara - 
tive knowlctlgc and paradigms that describe the dcc - 
larations of the solutions ralhcr than the solution.\ 0 1  

tlic problems thernse~vcs. Some well-hiown dcclara- 
rive paradigms are logic programming, object-ori- 
ented techniques, rule-based approaches, and inheri - 
t:lllcc. 

’I’hcse systems lypically conlain a knowledge hase 
composed o f  lactual inform:htion, problem-solving 
strategies, “rules of thumb,” and other types of do- 
innin-specific data which must be verified for con- 
sistcncy, correctness, and completeness. This infor - 
mation is codified a id  is accessible to a logic mech- 
anism housed i n  an “inference engine” that performs 
operations on the knowledge base to reach conch - 
sions and to make decisions. 

4.0 EMERGING PARADIGM V&V ISSUES AND 
CHALLENGES 

Some issues regarding the emerging software 
paradigms and software created within these 
paradigms are software life cycles, insufficient 
software documentation, complex knowledge bases, 
reasoning under uncertainty, V&V activities, and 
software testing activities. 

The Software Life Cycle Problem. One possible 
software life cycle used for conventional software 
development is the traditional waterfall model: an- 
other is the spiral model publicized by Boehm 
(1988). Many AI software developers reject the 
traditional specify-design-implement paradigm 
used by many conventional software development 
processes because they claim that their problem 
structure is low and software requirements are 
typically not known in advance. Instead, they 
propose to use a prototyping paradigm that permits 
and supports the use of heuristic or evolutionary 
strategies to address their ill-defined problems. One 
such process can be developed from a modification 
to the spiral life cycle model. 

Developers of safety-critical software systems must 
use a software life cycle model that contains well- 
defined steps to which V&V activities can be ap- 
plied. This is true despite differences with conven- 
tional software development processes. As with 
conventional software systems, the verification ac- 
tivities should be integrated with the development 
effort to lind errors at the earliest possible time. 
Note that many components of the emerging soft- 
ware paradigms are actually conventional software 
systems, e.g., the user interface, the inference en- 
gine, the support tools, shells and utilities, and the 
proposed knowledge representation schemes. 

The S q j i w ~ r ~ ~  Requirements Slm5jkation Problem 
Ihc  state-of-the-practice i n  the cmerging paradigms 
is thal thcrc is almost never any form of documcnted 
wftw;u-e requircrncnts for thc software system hcing 



construcled. The heart of m y  sal’cty-critic;tl COIIVCII - 
tional software project should be a sof(warc re- 
quirements specification. As described in (II33E 
830, 1984), the rcquircrnents spcciiicatioo scrvcs as 
a basis for the V&V activities to be pcrformcd dur- 
ing sol‘twarc dcvclopmcnt. 

What is the problem? Grccn (1988) points out  that 
tlic documentation of software requirements for 
KBSs would improve the testability, correctness, 
and reliability of these systems. However, the con- 
ventional software requirements methods would be 
perceived by AI software developers to impose u n -  
acceptable constraints and demands as to how the 

. 

. software is developed. 

The Knowledge Base Problem. The most difficult 
part of the V&V process for some of the emerging 
paradigms is the verification of the knowledge base. 
A KB requirements specification should be written 
and maintained for use in tlie V&V process. 
Moreover, it is recommended Ihat formal methods 
be used to verify the KB. For additional information 
on this topic see (Williams, 1992; Persons, 1994b). 

Some problems associated with the KB concern the 
structure, syntax, and semantics of the knowledge 
contained therein. The task is to verify that the 
knowledge is complete, consistent, and can be used 
to reach correct judgments and conclusions. In veri- 
fying the consistency quality of the KB, one should 
establish that there are no redundant rules, conllict- 
ing rules, subsumed rules, circular rules, unneces - 
sary “if conditions” or illegal attribute values. When 
addressing completeness, one should establish that 
there are only referenced attributes, reachable con- 
clusions, no dead ends, and that all portions of the 
problem domain are covered. 

The Ver@cation and Validation Problem One of 
the most critical activities in the analysis and evalua- 
tion of emerging paradigm systems is gathering 
convincing evidence that the system is reliable for 
the intended safety-critical application. Part of the 
V&V dilemma for these systems is that AI softw‘ue 
developers tend to define the processes of V&V 
differently from conventional software engineers. 
As a case in point, Zlatzreva and Preece (1994) de- 
fine verification as the activities intended to assure 
that the KBS is structurally correct, and validation 
as the activities intended to demonstrate the KBS’s 
abiIity to reach correct conclusions. 

In addition to this, O’Leary (ND) defines knowledge 
validation as analyzing the KB and decision-making 
capability of Uie system. This process requires four 
steps: (1) determining what the system knows, does 
not know, or knows incorrcctly, (2) determining the 
expertise level of  the system, (3) asccrtainiitg if the 
system is based on a decision-miking tlicory that is 

gcncr;illy wcll ;tcccptcd in Ujc specific problcm do- 
tiwin, atid (4) :isccrt:iiniiig thc rcIi;ibiIity o f  the 
systcni. 

1 [owcvcr, Uic dcvclopcr thioks of the V&V aclivity 
ah ;i non-binary decision, i.c., ;I system is ricillicr ab- 
solutcly “pcrlcct” nor absolutcly “iinpcrfcct.” Since 
these emerging paradigin systems model the prob- 
lem-solving capability of a huinan expert, Uicir per- 
formance is human-like-ii~ticly, not perfect, but in 
rnany cases “good enough.” I n  all cases there is risk 
associated with the evaluation of Uie system. This is 
true for both conventional and emerging paradigm 
systems, and consists of well-dclined statistical er- 
rors that address the hypotheses related to accepting 
a system as valid or decl‘uitig a system invalid. 
These are known as Type I and Type I1 errors in the 
discipline of statistical infercncing. A Type I statis- 
tical error means that a decision error was made in 
the validation process in that a valid system was re- 
jected as being invalid. A Type I1 statistical error re- 
sults if the system is accepted as valid when it is 
really invalid. O’Keefe et al. (1987) call the 
probability ofa Type I Error the “builder’s risk“ and 
tlie probability of a Type I1 error the “user’s risk.” 
Type I errors are not particularly serious in safety- 
critical software since they only increase the system 
builder’s cost. However, Type I1 errors can have 
serious consequences in safety-cri tical software, so 
the user’s risk must be reduced for safety-critical 
applications. These concerns should be carefully 
addressed in the V&V activities of both 
conventional and emerging paradigm systems. 

Vdi V Challenges. Some special concerns should be 
addressed for knowledge bases: (1) assessing the ac- 
cess adequacy of the knowledge representation 
structure, (2) comparing the system with the human 
expert’s knowledge, (3) performing an analysis of 
the completeness and consistency of the KB, and (4) 
conducting a verification of the reasoning process. 

Experience based on the V&V of conventional 
safety-critical software systems suggests the follow - 
itig rnajor challenges are associated with the V&V 
activity for systems constructed using emerging 
software paradigms: 
(1) What to V&V? Any intermediate result(s), the 

final result (conclusion), the reasoning of the 
system, and all combinations of the above. 

(2) What to V&V against? Use known results and 
human expert judgment, the software require- 
ments specification, and the KB requirements 
spccitication. 

( 3 )  Wh:it l o  V&V with’? Combine review, analysis, 
inspections, and testing techniques. Test cases 
should be drawn from several experts, taken 
l’roin many similar problems in the specil’ic do- 
n u i n ,  and test casts sliould be selcc~cd by ran- 



dom sampling techniques within each iilcntil‘i- 
able result C~LSS.  

(4) When to V & V ?  It is important (hat systems ex - 
hibit acccptablc pcrlormmce c;u’ly in the dcvcl- 
opmcnt process. ‘I‘his implies thcrc should be a 
well-dePincd dcvelopmcnt so1tw;ue lili: cycle 
and diat V&V activities should be planncd, pcr- 
formed, and documented throughout the dcvcl- 
opmcnt process using a V&V pkin (IEEE 1012, 
1986). 

5.0 KNOWLEDGE-BASED SYSTEM 
PARADIGM 

Knowledge-based systems are used to perform a 
variety of complicated activities that until recendy 
could only be performed by a limited number of 
highly trained human experts. One of the most in -  
teresting and powerful characteristics of KBSs is 
their capability to apply human “judgment” and 
“intuition” in the problem-solving activity. KBSs 
have been used in a wide variety of application do- 
mains ranging from planning, status monitoring, 
control, and diagnosis to instructional assistmce. 

KBSs are first and foremost software systems. From 
a functional perspective, they are softw,ue systems 
that exhibit human-expert-like performance in a par- 
ticular discipline or field called a problem domain. 
KBSs are intended to solve problems in small, u n -  
structured domains where knowledge rather than 
procedure is used by the human expert. KBSs share 
the following capabilities and characteristics: ( 1 )  
solving difficult problems as well as or even better 
than some human experts, (2) reasoning using what 
human experts consider to be effective heuristics, 
(3)  interacting with human users in appropriate 
ways, including natural language, (4) manipulating 
and reasoning about symbolic descriptions, (5) rea- 
soning with data which contain errors and using 
rules which can handle uncertainty, (6) contemplat - 
ing multiple, competing hypotheses simultaneously, 
(7) rationalizing why they are asking for specific in- 
formation or asking a given question, and (7) 
justifying their conclusions using an explanation 
facility. 

5. I Components of (I Knowledge-Based Sysletri 

A KBS is based on artificial intelligence concepts 
that can be thought of  as “machine problem solv- 
ing.” They contain expert hiowledge of the specilic 
problem domain in a KB, which allows the KBS to 
“reason” about specific problem, iiccommodale 
new knowledge xs i t  evolves, follow various liiics of  
reasoning, use fragmentary and heuristic knowledge, 
m,kc judgments, and provide advice and 31id:ince 
to the user of the KBS. 

‘I’lie process o f  dctcrmining wlicthcr o r  not a KBS is 
robust, rcliablc, and accurate can be dividcd into 
two main activities: ( I )  evaluating the reasoning 
mccliaiiisms used to determine that they accurately 
and corrcclly interpret and apply Lhc dah in Uie KB 
to solve domain-specific problems, and (2) deter- 
mining that the K B  is complete, consistent, and cor- 
rect. Experience has shown that for both conven- 
tional software systems and KBSs, it is helpful to 
perform bolh qualitative and quantitative V&V ac- 
tivities. Several qualitative and quantitative V&V 
techniques appropriate for knowledge-based sys terns 
are adapted from O’Keefe (19871, and each 
technique has potential to improve the quality of the 
fielded KBS: 

Qualitative V& V Techniques. These techniques in- 
clude (1)  face validation, (2) predictive validation, 
( 3 )  Turing test, (4) field testing, (5) subsystem 
validation, (6) sensitivity analysis, and (7) visual 
interaction. 

Qurtntitritive VdiV Techniques. Quantitative V&V 
activities use classical statistical techniques to com- 
pare the performance of a KBS with the human ex- 
pert or various test cases with known results. 
Standard statistical tests can be applied to the valida- 
tion portion of the V&V activity for KBSs. These 
include statistical tests such as (1) paired t-test, 
which uses a statistic to compare the difference be- 
tween KBS performance and a human expert per- 
formance or known results, and (2) Hotelling’s one 
sample T test, which is a statistical technique that 
is most useful when the KBS produces a number of 
intermediate or final results. 

2 

The quantitative measures typically fit into one of 
two separate categories. Either subjective judgment 
is used to compare a KBS’s performance with an 
acceptable performance range, or a formal statistical 
hypothesis test is used to compare measurements 
with a predetermined acceptable performance range. 

6.0 NEURAL NETWORK PARADIGM 

The use of neural network (NN) paradigms is in- 
creasing rapidly in both safety-critical and non- 
safety-critical applications. An increasing number of 
NN applications have been developed in several 
major industries, including financial, defense, 
inanufacturing, aerospace, and business. Michal 
(1994) estimates what the future holds: “The use of 
artificial neural networks for monitoring of 
equipment and components in nuclear power plants 
could be commonplace bcfore the turn of the 
century. Within t‘ive years, the relative cost of neural 
networks could usher in ;I technology that will be 
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used to detect incipient faults i n  rnacliincry and 
increase effectiveness of maintcnancc schcduling.” 
I>cveloping NN applications is cui-rcntly considered 
an art form; howcvcr, enough cxpcricncc exists lo 
propose a preliminary software dcvclopinent model 
to be used for NN applications. 

Neural networks consist of many :ut ilicial neurons 
connected together in a structure inspircd by a 
model of the cerebral cortex of the human brain. 
Structurally, the individual processing units, called 
neurons, are typically organized into layers in such a 
way that every neuron in a given layer receives in- 
puts from the outputs of every neuron in the prcvi- 
ous layer. 

Every connection between neurons has a “synaptic 
weight” that is adjusted during the “training” of the 
NN. Thus, a neural network is a dynamic system 
consisting of layers of neurons connected to each 
other. Each neuron’s state is determined by mes- 
sages sent to it from all the neurons connected to it. 
These messages tell the neuron the state of each 
neuron sending it a message and the weight or 
strength of the connection among the neurons. The 
basic processing element of a NN is the individual 
neuron. Each neuron receives inputs over all of its 
connections, but each has only one output. A 
threshold function is sometimes used to help deter- 
mine the output of each neuron. The value outputted 
from the neuron’s threshold function characterizes 
whether the neuron has “fired” or not. Most fre- 
quently, there are three layers in the neural network 
model: an input layer, an output layer, and a middle 
(or hidden) layer that serves as a “feature detector.” 

- 

The input layer consists of the problem to solve or 
the “pattern to match.” The hidden layer consists of 
one or more layers that represent the internal con- 
nections in the NN. The output layer presents a re- 
sulting solution or classification presented to the 
user of the NN system. 

~ 

NN operation involves the two processes of learning 
and recall. Learning means that the connection 
weights adapt in response to external stimuli pre- 
sented to the network, i.e., they adjust themselves to 
the stimuli. The network is trained to “learn” using 
the learning rule governing the adjustments for the 
connection weights. The recall process accepts an 
input and produces a response according to (lie NN 
topology and connection weights. 

Neural net computing is one of the fastest-growing 
ficlds in the history of AI because NN can bc trained 
to identify non-linear patterns that exist bclween in- 
put and output values, and can solve complcx prob- 
lems much faster tkan digital computers and nuincr- 
ical algorilhms. They can learn complex non-linear 
relationships even if thc input inforrn;ition is noisy, 

imprecise, or incompletc. NN rnodcls can bc 
“vcrificd” against a statistically designed set of cx- 
pcriinents. Onc of tlic signilicant distinctions bc- 
twecii convcritional softw,uc and N N  softwarc is Uie 
potential to pcifonn pauallcl distributed processing. 

NN mcinory is both distributive and associative. A 
distributive incinory implies that the storage of a 
uni t  of knowledge is dislributcd among virtually all 
of the connection weights in the network. 
Associative memory incans that when Lhe trained 
NNs are presentcd wilh a partial or distorted input, 
the network will choose the closest matching solu- 
tion, in a least-squares sense. Since the memory of a 
NN is distributive, the destruction of one or a few 
connection weights or artificial neurons does not 
significantly inlluence the bchavior of the NN, 
making it very fault-tolerant. 

6. I Coriiponents of a Neurcil Network 

The components of a NN are the individual neurons, 
the various connections that exist within a layer, the 
number and topology of the layers, the learning al- 
gorithm used, the activation function selected, the 
training algorithms, and the selected neural network 
model. Note that the individual components of stan- 
dard NNs are typically implemented using conven- 
tional softw,are development practices and third- or 
fourth-generation programming languages. 

One could argue that a statistical model could be 
formulated to “know” how to guess characteristics 
based on “known” features of the problem domain. 
In a simplistic way, a statistical model is an indirect 
way of learning a correlation. However, the advan- 
tages that NNs provide are that they can analyze 
data presented to them and determine which data is 
relevant. The irrelevant data has very low connec- 
tion strength to the output neurons so that they are 
effectively removed from influencing the output 
ncuron. An additional advantage of NNs is that they 
have m‘any factors with which to experiment. 

6.2 Neural Network Specific V&V Issues 

Since a NN application is essentially a system made 
up of conventional computer subsystems, much of 
the development process parallels that used in con- 
ventional software and KBSs. Like KBSs, the de- 
velopment process for NNs requires experimenta- 
tion, iterative refinement of network parameters, 
problem redesign, and ref(~rmulations-speci~ically, 
refining a gcncral approach to a specific solution. 
During tlie V&V activities, special attention should 
be locuscd o i l  the Icluning and recall processes used 
by the NN-based system. 

S 



Qrteslions lo Considor: - Ilow many patterns will bc input to thc iicl- 
WOIk? 
1 low inmy ncuroiis arc in each layer? 
I low do we dcscrilx error and Icruning rates? 
1 low do we describe connection weights'! 

An approach (o validating a NN application is to 
compare its characteristics to other succcssf’ul NN 
applications. For cxample, (1) Is the application 
data-intensive arid dependent upon multiple interac - 
tive p‘wameters? (2) Is the problem domain rich in 
historical data or examples? (3) Is the data set in -  
complete? and (4) Does the data set contah errors? 
A NN is potentially useful when these questions are 
answered in the affirmative. However, for safety- 
critical software system applications, all of the con - 
ventional safety-critical software V&V activities 
should be applied to the NN-based system. 

7.0 GEhETIC ALGORITHM PARADIGM 

Genetic algorithms (GAS) can be used as part ot‘ 
machine learning, search, or ,optimization applica - 
tions. A GA emulates classical biological evolution 
theory as it attempts to solve problems. As part of‘ 
the search for solutions, a GA maps a given problem 
onto a set of (binary) strings. The set of strings 
forms a population in which each of the strings rep - 
resents a potential solution to the problem at hand. 
The GA then manipulates these populations and 
evaluates each potential solution. Finally, a GA 
searches for the “best” candidate solutions and uses 
them to create new generations of potential soiu- 
tions. GAS contain properties that make them invit - 
ing as a technique to select high-performance inein - 
bership functions for fuzzy systems or to use in the 
training process for NNs. Also, GAS can be used to 
facilitate the derivation of the optimal fuzzy rela- 
tionship matrix and fuzzy membership function 
(Park et al., 1994). 

GAS may be characterized as follows: (1) GAS use a 
scheme to encode solutions to the problem; ( 2 )  GAS 
use an evaluation function to rate each potential so- 
lution relative to the others in the current set of solu - 
tions; ( 3 )  An initialization procedure generates the 
first set of potential solutions; (4) A set of operators 
is used to manipulate the composition of the poten- 
tial solutions; and ( 5 )  A set of parameters specifies 
the initial settings [or the algorithm and opcntors. as 
well as the algorithm’s termination condition 
(Moimna and Davis, 1989). 

GAS have their own terminology based on the bio- 
logical genetic model o f  life. A C / I ~ O ~ I I ~ S O I I I ~ ~  is ;I 
candidate solution and consists of a linear list of 
genes, whcre each gene can assume a (‘initc nurrthcr 
o f  values. A poptlurion consists of :i finite ntmibcr 

ol’ chromosoincs or pOten1i:il solutions to die prob- 
lcrn at hand. Thc GA evaluates a population (the 
current set of candidate solutions) and generates :I 
new one itcr-ativcly, with tach successive population 
called a Senernlion. I n  nalure, individuals best 
suited to competition lor scarce resources tend to 
survive, and adapting to a changing environment is 
essential lor the survival o l  members o l  each 
species. I n  a GA, each solution has associated wi(h 
it a measure of  “goodness,” called its filness value. 
This allows comparisons 10 be made with other solu- 
tions in the current generation. Recombination of 
geitetic material is simuhted through a mechanism 
tliat exchanges portions of genetic material between 
chromosomes. An additional operation causes ran - 
dom alteration of the genes in the chromosomes. 

In a GA, each new generation is created using three 
basic genetic operators: reproduction, crossover, arid 
mutation. Reproduction is a process by which the 
most highly rated chromosomes in the current gen- 
eration are entered into the “mating pool” to await 
reproduction (that is, copying to the new genera- 
tion). Crossover provides a mechanism for chromo- 
somes (potential solutions) to mix and match at- 
tributes through random processes. Mutation is the 
sporadic alteration of some gene values within a 
chromosome. Every gene in each chromosome is a 
candidate for mutation, and the candidates for muta- 
tion are selected by the mutation probability. 

7. I Components of a GA 

The components of the simple GA described above 
include a population of binary strings, control pa- 
rameters, a fitness function, genetic operators, a se- 
lection mechanism, and a mechanism to encode the 
solutions as a binary string. 

7.2 GA Specrfc V&V Issues 

GAS are based on the natural genetic model, but are 
almost always implemented using conventional 
software development practices. Thus, all of the 
traditional software V&V activities and testing ac- 
tivities apply to the individual components of the 
typical GA-namely, the population initialization 
procedure, the population evaluation procedure, the 
next-generation selection procedure, the crossover 
procedure, and the mutation procedure. GAS there- 
!‘ore share many attributes of conventional software 
systems and, from a V&V perspective, can be 
treated similarly to conventional software. 

Special attention should be paid to determining the 
techniques used for the encoding process that maps 
the problem domain to the chromosomes in the ini-  



tial population, hccausc this mapping must be con- 
sistent with thc model o f  the problem being solved. 

8.0 I T Y Z Y  SYS‘I‘EM PARADIGM 

Many of the KBSs are dcvclopcd in an attempt to 
solve problems for which coriventional softwxe 
systems have proven inadequate. Available data in 
diese problem domains is sometimes “noisy,” in  - 
complete, imprecise, and uncertain. The notion of 
“dealing with uncertainty” comes into play when the 
knowledge base is incomplete, inconsistent, or 
changes over time. Driving the use of the emerging 
paradigms for safety-critical software is the fact Lhat 
the reasoning that must be performed is oflcn based 
on approximate or inexact evidence. 

In such a system, the knowledge that is used comes 
from multiple sources and has various levels of un- 
certainty. Fuzzy systems have been used to develop 
risk analysis techniques that have applications in 
several problem domains. Currently, fuzzy systems 
are finding applications in the commercial market- 
place in appliances and video cameras. 

Fuzzy systems are rule-based systems that use fuzzy 
linguistic variables to model the human expert’s 
rule-of-thumb approach to problem solving. These 
“fuzzy expert systems” feature rules that direct the 
decision process, and membership functions that 
convert linguistic variables into the precise numeric 
values needed for a software implementation on a 
computer system. The rule set is gleaned from a 
human expert’s knowledge, which is based on ex- 
perience, and can usually be written more easily 
than the crisp rule set required by most conventional 
KBSS. 

Thus, fuzzy systems present an additional method of 
modeling a problem or the characteristics of a sys- 
tem using fuzzy inference rules. The application of 
some of the paradigms and techniques discussed 
previously is complicated by the real-world situation 
that both the data and the expertise are quite often 
uncertain themselves. Several methods for dealing 
with uncertainty have evolved over the years, in- 
cluding plausible inference, Bayesian probability 
theory, certainty theory, possibility theory, and the 
DempstedShafer tlieory of evidence. Fuzzy systems 
attempt to encode the knowledge of the human ex- 
pert in a computer program together with methods 
for reasoning. It is important to state explicitly Uie 
assumptions underlying the various models and al- 
gorithms that arc uscd in these systems. 

Uncertainty in information theory has been defined 

perfectly reliable conclusion to be reached in ;i dc- 
terministic system. Classical logic (first-order prcdi - 

as the jack of exact k~iowiedgc ulat would ~ I I O W  a 

catc c;tlculus) ;illows only exact reasoning that is 
lxiscd on pel-lcct kuowlcdgc of the trulh or falsity of 
I;rc~s. 11, xldi~ion, i t  uses 11ic law of the excluded 
initltllc-it prcsurncs that each and every proposition 
is either II’LIC or  l‘alsc, but not both, Uncertainly and 
1 tizzy systcnis. howcvcr, relax these :issumplions 
and try to pel-l’orrii similx “rcnsoniiig.” 

I<c;Lsoiiiiig under uncertainty differs from both sta- 
tistical aiid probabilistic rcxsooing. The goal of sta- 
tistical reasoning is to consider properties of p o p -  
h i o n s  and the samples drawn from them. 
Probabilistic reasoning allows onc to determine 
whether or not Uie samples are representative of the 
populntions from which they were drawn. 

8. I Components of a Fuzzy System 

Fuzzy systems include fuzzy sets, fuzzy logic, fuzzy 
infkrencing techniques, and fuzzy control structures. 
The primary dil‘ference between fuzzy systems and 
more conventional knowledge-based systems is that 
fuzzy systems support a gradual and continuous 
transition rather Uian a discrete, binary change. The 
components of KBSs and fuzzy systems are quite 
similar. I n  fact, they differ mainly in that fuzzy sys- 
tems have “fuzzifiers” which convert inputs into 
their fuzzy representatives and “defuzzifiers” which 
transform the output of a fuzzy logic process within 
a fuzzy system into the “crisp” (numerically precise) 
solution variable. In a fuzzy system, the values of a 
fuzzified input set execute all the rules in the KB 
tint have the fuzzified input state as part of their 
premise. 

Most fuzzy systems are designed without using a 
mathematical model of the underlying process. 
These systems and controllers are generally based 
on an expert’s understanding of a given process. A 
fuzzy system typically consists of the following: (1) 
a KB which contains a number of fuzzy control 
rules, (2) a KB which defines the fuzzy membership 
functions of the linguistic terms used in the rule 
base, (3 )  an inference mechanism based on the con- 
trol rules, (4) a fuzzification unit to map real inputs 
from sensors into fuzzy terms, and (5 )  a defuzzifica- 
tion u n i t  to map fuzzy output of the f-uzzy logic in- 
lercnce meclimism to real numbers. 

For the purposes of  software V&V, fuzzy systems 
are similar to the KBS, hut they have been enh‘mced 
to permit tlic use ol‘ knowledge representation 
schcmcs and the iiil‘crcncing mcUiods to process un - 
certain dxta. As such, most of the VBrV techniques 
discussed l’or KBSs apply to fuzzy systems. 



I Iowcvcr, special emphasis during the V& V activi - 
tics should be f~cuscd 011 the use of uncertainty. At 
least three issues surround this topic: thcrc may be 
uncertainty i n  ( 1 )  the incoming inforination that is 
used i n  the reasoning process, (2) the information or 
rules that arc in  tlic KB, or (3)  die working facts that 
have bccti deduced thus far in Lhe reasoning prwccss. 
Additional information on various approaches to 
dcal with uncertainty arc found i n  (Prade, 1985). 

9.0 SUMMARY 

9.1 What Is Known.? 

Part of the concern and fear associated with the in-  
troduction of emerging-paradigm-based software 
systems into safety-critical applications is that inany 
professionals do not perceive these software systems 
as simply computer programs. Each emerging 
paradigm has its own vocabulary and jargon, mak- 
ing it difficult to understand. Human nature suggests 
that these “unknown” systems should be suspect. 
The myriad of new terms leads many practitioners 
to conclude that V&V must be different for these 
systems. Many others disagree with this claim. 

Since the emerging software paradigms are com- 
puter software programs, many of the activities of 
the V&V process from conventional software de- 
velopment techniques are applicable to the verifica - 
tion and validation of these systems. Granted Ihat 
V&V activities should be adapted to the specific 
paradigm as required, software systems without 
V&V are neither safe nor cost-effective solutions to 
safety-critical applications. 

One of the major problems with these emerging 
paradigms is that their software development prac - 
tices are immature and continuing to evolve. In 
many cases the development processes do not sup- 
port effective V&V activities. It is believed that if 
appropriate techniques are used to document the 
system and knowledge requirements in a software 
requirements specification, then V&V activities can 
be performed in ways similar to V&V activities for 
conventional software systems. 

Table 9-1 provides a sample of emerging paradigm 
applications that have been discussed in recent l i t -  
eralure. Which of these would the safety community 
consider acceptable today’? What more needs to be 
known to expand the envelope of acceptable appli- 
cations’? Today we can only speculate about answers 
to these questions. 

The safety conununity is likely to accept emerging 
paradigm systems in applications where an effccctivc 
safety backup can be proviclcd by opcrators. hard - 
warc, o r  depcnd;iblc proccdul-d systems. Ixamplcs 

‘Rihle 9- 1 Samnlc of Proposed Safetv-Critical 
I :mer c i I i  Parad i gin S vstems 

App1ic;ition 1% radigm Reference 
Steam line leak I’uzzy system Sution 
detect ion 

ltca1ctor rod 1:uzzy system Sutton 
conlrol 
Sdety pamnetcr Knowledge- Nilsen 
display system based system 
Fire alarm system Fuzzy system Nakanishi 

et al. 

Accident Genetic Guo and 
identitication algorithm uhrig 

coupled to 
neural net 

Electrical Knowledge- Enns et al. 
distribution based system 
Protective relay 
coordination 
Reactor core Neural net Koo, Kim, 
protection and Chang 
calculator 

of such systems might be operator advisors, control 
systems that are backed by safety interlocks, or an- 
ticipatory trip systems. 

The safety community is not likely to accept 
emerging paradigm systems in applications where 
simple procedural or hardware interlocks are ade- 
quate to take a system to a known safe state. While 
emerging paradigm systems may have economic 
advantages in  these cases (lower development costs 
or greater operating margins) safety engineers are 
unlikely to accept such systems until they are con- 
vinced that the emerging paradigm system offers 
dependability at least equivalent to that of conven - 
tional systems. At least two exceptions to this might 
be considered: emerging paradigm implementation 
of well defined physical rules as an alternative to 
procedural programming (Nilsen, 1990), or emerg - 
ing paradigms that recognize only safe patterns and 
force the system to a safe state when an unrecog- 
nized pattern exists. 

The safety community is not likely to know how to 
treat applications for which a safe default state can - 
not be defined in advance. The fire alarm system de- 
scribed by Nakanishi is a readily understandable ex - 
ample of such a system. Failure to give a valid alarm 
may directly lead to death, injury, or property loss. 
False alarms, however, cause fire fighters to be tem- 
porarily unavailable to respond to a subsequent valid 
al,vm. Emerging paradigm systems offer the oppor - 
tunity to reduce tlic false-al;m rate by enabling 



more sophisticated critcria to hc usctl for triggering 
an al‘urn. 

9.2 Whut Should Be Letimetl? 

I n  dealing with the crncrging software p:uatligms, 
one typically Iiiids that very few rcquircincrits arc 
initially spccificd by tlie user or requester 0 1  these 
systems. In  traditional softwarc devclopmcnt, 
precise requirements definition and analysis is 
considered to be a necessity for safety-grade 
systems Thus, in addition to getting tlie correct 
result, it is important to verify that the knowledge 
and reasoning used in solving a problem is correct. 

Open Issues. Some open issues to be addressed 
when planning to use these emerging software 
paradigms in safety applications are listed below. 
This list is neither inclusive nor exhaustive. Much 
additional research needs to be performed to fully 
understand how design errors are introduced into 
these systems, and what techniques may be applied 
to produce required levels of safety and reliability. . 

. 
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Does the method used for combining multiple 
sources of expertise and opinions improve the 
consistency of the knowledge base and the 
resulting guidance or recommendations? 
How should consistency of human expert 
judgment be measured, and should there be a 
threshold for inclusion of an expert’s opinion(s) 
in the KB? 
Is the use of homogeneous subgroups of experts 
a help or hindrance in creating the KBSs? 
How can the impact on existing knowledge in 
the KB be identified when additional rules are 
added? 
How can we ensure that KBSs degrade grace- 
fully as they attempt to use their knowledge and 
reasoning capability to provide conclusions and 
decisions even though they may be operating 
near or beyond the boundary of their expertise? 
How should requirements tracing be performed, 
since to perform a trace from the software 
requirements specification to the software 
design description to code requires that 
“functional units” be identified at some level’? 
How should test cases be constructed, since the 
execution sequence of these systems is difficult 
to follow? 
How should V&V be pcrformed, given that the 
different software paradigms have signilicantly 
different intermediate softwarc products‘? 
Is this new tcchnology; that is, the use of KBSs, 
NNs, GAS, or fuzziness, a way to achieve soft - 
ware diversity in safety-critical systcrns? 

Coirlcl rhcsc 11cw par;icligrns oficr ;I sufliciciitly 
reliable way to achieve f:iuIt to1c1;ulcc in  safcty- 
critical applications? 

Dcspitc an agrccd-upon nccd for V&V of systems 
based 0 1 1  the crncrging pauadigms, much confusion 
exists as to what is necessary for thcir verification 
and v;ilidation activities. Soinc professionals doubt 
that VbtV activities arc evcii possible for these sys- 
tcins, while odiers ask what should be done to pcr- 
fonn the V&V for these systems, and how these ac- 
tivities should be performed. 

To accept emerging paradigms in sal‘ety-critical sys- 
tems, safety engineers must better understand what 
is gained and what is lost by their use. Several im- 
port‘ant issues must be addressed. What is the proper 
functional allocation between humans, emerging 
paradigm machines, and conventional paradigm ma- 
chines? How do we ensure the completeness of the 
input conditions covered by the emerging paradigm 
systems, particularly heuristic systems’? Can the 
non-detenninistic behavior of emerging paradigm 
systems be bounded or probabilistically described? 
Can the risks and benefits of using emerging 
paradigm systems be described in a way that allows 
tradeoffs? 

It may be appropriate to consider an analogy 
between the evaluation of emerging-paradigm 
software-based systems and the evaluation of 
conventional software systems. One perspective is 
that performing V&V on emerging paradigm 
software systems is like grading an essay 
examination, while performing V&V on con- 
ventional software systems is more like grading a 
multiple-choice examination. Both can be per- 
formed; however, the grading of the essay exam- 
ination requires a much deeper understanding of the 
subject area, more experience in the grading pro- 
cess, and typically much more effort. 

As part of our research, a software evaluation pro- 
cess has been developed that can be used to evaluate 
safety-critical conventional software. It is believed 
that this process, currently being automated on a 
laptop computer, can be tailored to help with the 
evaluation of emerging software paradigms used to 
create safet y-critical software applications. 
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